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Cubs to tangle with Carroll frosh in Saturday encounter in Helena
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CUBS TO TANGLE WITH CARROLL FROSH
IN SATURDAY ENCOUNTER IN HELENA

MISSOULA---

The University of Montana freshman Cubs will take on their second opponent of the season Saturday night in the Helena Senior High School gymnasium.

The opponent for the Cubs, 1-0 thus far, will be the Carroll College freshmen.

One Cub who will be used to the Helena gym will be 6-0 guard Kirk Johnson, who played his high school ball on that floor. Joining Johnson at guard will be 6-5 Willie Bascus of Brawley, Calif., the team's leading scorer in the Cubs' 84-58 romp over Malmstrom Air Force Base.

Starting at forwards will be 6-7 Ray Howard of Great Falls, who has also played in the Helena gym, and 6-6 Earl Tye of Central Point, Ore.

The starting center will be either 6-7 Strett Brown of Seattle, Wash., or 6-6 Scott Stetson of Spokane, Wash. Brown seemed to have the edge after a Cub intrasquad scrimmage Wednesday night in Missoula.

Tye is the leading Cub rebounder, having pulled down 18 against Malmstrom.

Next home action for the Cubs will be Dec. 13 in Missoula against a UM Alumni squad.